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CELEBRATING THE VERY
BEST INTERIOR DESIGNERS
AND ARCHITECTS IN 2022

HOUSE ON
Drawn to this Georgian home in Berkshire by its
tranquil waterside location, the owners tasked Turner
Pocock’s designers with creating interiors that would
reflect the surrounding natural beauty and provide
a welcoming space for visiting family and friends
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DRAWING ROOM Bespoke metal shelf units from Tom Faulkner stand behind an Ensemblier
‘Eltham’ sofa in blue linen from Robert Allen, with cushions in a Tapet-Cafe striped linen. On the
mantelshelf, ‘Pumpkin’ lamps from Porta Romana flank a circular metal relief by Rowan Mersh
from Gallery Fumi. ‘Gimlet’ armchairs by Ben Whistler are covered in a Zoe Glencross fabric
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DRAWING ROOM In one corner, cyanotypes sourced by art consultant Rebecca Gordon are the backdrop to a seating area
with a concrete and bronze table from Talisman. LIBRARY Soane’s ‘Simplified Boyd’ chairs, in leather from Moore & Giles, partner
a live-edged walnut table with metal legs by Handmade in Brighton. The rug is from Peter Page. SITTING ROOM A Lorfords
sofa in blue linen is paired with two sheepskin-upholstered ‘Chagal’ chairs by Julian Chichester. BOOT ROOM Tumbled
Dorset limestone provides practical flooring. The seat cushion is in Fanny Shorter’s ‘Mill Pond’ linen in a bespoke colour
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A

sturdy oak gate opens
onto a narrow lane, overhung with trees and
bordered by ferns, which
winds down the gentle
valley to reveal – at its
lowest point – a lake
fringed with rhododendrons whose reflections
make a mirror image in
the water. On the left,
an elegant Georgian house overlooks the lake and,
straight ahead, half buried in the opposite slope, is a
long and low modern pool house, its façade a curve of
glass. The only sound is birdsong and the occasional
swish as a waterbird lands on the lake.
‘The owners fell in love with this place the moment
they came down the drive,’ says Bunny Turner of the
interior designer studio Turner Pocock, who, with
her partner Emma Pocock, was tasked with making
this Berkshire house a meeting place for a family
who have relatives all round the world. It was not just
the seclusion, but also the lack of ostentation that
drew them to this very English scene.
Turner Pocock worked on this project with Yiangou
architects, who added the stone-pillared porch, which
gives the house more definition. On opening the front
door, you find yourself in a library, with a robust liveedged walnut central table lit by a pair of hefty lamps
of a style often seen in college libraries. The owners
met at Cambridge and, judging by the books lining the
shelves, both they and their three children – aged
between five and 13 – have a great appetite for learning
and reading. A pair of chairs by Soane, covered in pale
blue leather, is the first gentle iteration of a blue and
white palette that is continued in the drawing room
beyond and over the whole of the ground floor.
‘We like to create a rhythm through a house,’ says
Bunny. Here, you look over the back of a plump white,
deliciously soft sofa, to a more shapely one by Ensemblier opposite, covered in blue linen, both flanked by
buttoned armchairs, also blue. In one corner, a round
table with a bronze top and concrete base – ideal for
doing jigsaws or checking a laptop – is surrounded by
a grid of cyanotype prints of plants, sourced for the
house by art consultant Rebecca Gordon. ‘Our clients
wanted the interiors to reflect the abundance of
nature outside,’ says Bunny. ‘But they didn’t want soft
florals – they opted instead for Fanny Shorter’s strong
graphic patterns featuring plants and animals.’
The wallpaper in the sitting room next door is also
by Fanny, where sofas and a pair of mid-century-style
chairs upholstered in sheepskin are arranged around
a low central coffee table with a handy shelf under it,
used for storing board games.
When the whole family gets together, there can be
as many as 16 cousins in the house and the kitchen,

which can be seen through a door from the sitting room,
is where they congregate. Turner Pocock created this
room from a series of smaller spaces, including the
original dark kitchen. It has tall metal windows overlooking the garden, designed by Mazzullo + Russell.
These make it a light-filled – if slightly distracting
– place to cook. There is also a huge island. ‘I asked
the client, “Are we sure that we want such an insanely
monumental island?” ’ recalls Bunny. ‘But she was quite
sure – she’s a great cook, making jams and wonderful
salads with produce from the garden.’
The kitchen floor looks like limed oak parquet, but is
in fact wood-effect ceramic. ‘It’s brilliant for this hightraffic area,’ explains Bunny. ‘Real wood would have
had dreadful tracking marks.’ The internal details of
the kitchen cupboards, in Farrow & Ball’s ‘Hague Blue,’
are also testimony to Turner Pocock’s careful attention
to the practical needs of an excellent cook. The interior
of one of the cupboards, housing a rice cooker, is lined
with stone, as the steam could have damaged wood,
and specially designed chill drawers help to keep
herbs fresh and salads crisp until mealtimes.
Small details also make a big difference in a visiting
cousins’ bunk bedroom upstairs. ‘We make the frames
for bunk beds slightly larger than typical mattresses,
to give room for the duvet, so bed-making is easier,’
says Bunny. Each bunk has its own light, a shelf for
books and a glass of water, plus a light-excluding wool
curtain, for children who go to bed at different times.’
There is lots of hidden storage and cupboards are flush
to the floor, so suitcases can be wheeled straight in.
There is a restful off-white theme in the main bedroom, with its de Gournay hand-painted wallpaper
and a metal-framed four-poster bed overhung by a
loop of softest alpaca. The owner insisted there be no
marble surfaces in the bathroom next door, as she
finds them too showy – the glorious views of woods
and lake from both windows are show enough.
For her sons’ bedroom, however, the owner told Emma
and Bunny, ‘Go wild; do something crazy and fun.’ So
they have made a boys’ kingdom, which feels like a treehouse. A leaf-patterned wallpaper makes a background
for four bunk beds, with pointed roofs, a slide down
from the top bunk and a wealth of concealed storage
in the many crannies. If nature is the decorative inspiration inside the house, in the woods outside there are
small houses set among trees and shrubs: a treehouse
you can sleep in, with a swaying walkway high up among
the branches; a cosy hobbit house deep in the woods,
with interiors so elegant they would make Bilbo Baggins
blush; and the boat house, the wooden sides of which
can be lifted to open the interior to the air. Here, the
family can cook and eat overlooking the water, or spend
a lazy afternoon reading, suspended in a woven structure
over the lake itself, with just birdsong for company m
Turner Pocock: turnerpocock.co.uk
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KITCHEN (both pages) Vintage industrial pendants from Skinflint hang above the island, in this kitchen by Blakes London,
which is topped with Caesarstone’s ‘Fresh Concrete’ and holds two sinks with Abode’s ‘Stalto’ taps in a custom satin-brass
finish. The units below are painted in Farrow & Ball’s ‘Hague Blue’. The counter stools are from Cox & Cox. Niels Møller’s
‘Model 78’ dining chairs from Skandium, in an acrylic stripe from Perennials, surround a bespoke pippy oak table by Rupert
Bevan, with Original BTC’s Diner 75 lights above. Ceramic wood-effect tiles from Parkside were laid to resemble parquet
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MAIN BEDROOM Hand-painted wallpaper by de Gournay creates a
beautiful background for a custom-made metal four-poster, with bed
hangings in an alpaca fabric from Lauren Hwang New York. The ‘Salina’
ceramic table lamp in teal from Paolo Moschino adds a dash of bold
colour to an otherwise pale scheme, with curtains in ‘Bartok’ linen from
Shelia Coombes, a ‘Dunton’ ottoman by Ben Whistler, covered in Veere
Grenney’s ‘Temple’ linen in pink, and an ‘Aries’ wool carpet from Tim Page
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MAIN BATHROOM A roll-top bath and Lefroy Brooks’ ‘La Chapelle’ console basin are set off by Studio Express ‘Wicker Mosaic’
floor tiles from Waterworks. The blind was painted to match the bedroom wallpaper. SPARE ROOM Fermoie’s ‘Wicker’ linen on
a Ben Whistler blanket box picks up on curtains in ‘Lotus’ in emerald from Galbraith & Paul. SONS’ BEDROOM Bunk beds
by Turner Pocock emerge from ‘Feuilles de Luxe’ wallpaper from The Loft & Us. The ‘Monkey’ rug is by Jane Bristowe for
Amy Kent. SPARE ROOM The Rug Company’s jolly ‘Frog’ rug by Barber & Osgerby brightens a bunk room for visiting cousins
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BOAT HOUSE (top left and right) A section of the wooden roof and side-panels can be raised to open the space to its surroundings.
John Lewis’s ‘Calia’ dining table and bench and Julian Chichester archive ‘N’ chairs in a blue Mark Alexander fabric stand
out against the dark-stained interior. HOBBIT HOUSE (above left and right) With mattresses in Perennials fabrics, beanbags
in And Objects’ ‘Tangle’ linen/viscose for Christopher Farr Cloth and a ‘Roland’ handwoven acrylic rug from Peter Page,
this is the perfect hideaway in the woods for children. EXTERIOR Yiangou added a stone-pillared porch to the Georgian house
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It was not just the seclusion, but also
the lack of ostentation that drew
the owners to this very English scene
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